[Evidence based ophthalmology: critical appraisal skills on clinical trials on treatments].
To analyse and provide the tools to answer three questions that must be asked about a clinical trial on treatments: evaluation of validity (internal validity, so that results are not biased); clinical importance of these results and their application to individual patients. We provide simple statistics tools, clinical trial design, and clinical epidemiology for the evaluation and analysis of clinical trials on treatments. Review of the medical literature. For the evaluation of papers on treatment and for using a treatment efficiently, we need to know if the clinical trials that support it are trustworthy, if the treatment has clinical importance and if it can be applied to my patients. It is of paramount importance to check that the sample of the clinical assay has been correctly randomized, because randomization is necessary to comply with mathematical laws of application of statistical tests. Follow-up of patients must be complete in order to measure precision of results and evaluate the efficacy of treatment.